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day 1: the neel ratan award was presented to popular poet, nayan pradhan, to honour his
contribution to nepali literature and cultural activities. he received a book by rajiv raj subedi and a
'sudhir sharma prayogshala' book by a renowned author of the country, sudhir sharma. sudheer

sharma is the editor-in-chief of nepal magazine. a veteran journalist, he has worked with the daily
star and the himal khabar patrika. he is now based in new delhi. his book, prayogshala, published by
penguin, was named best book of the year by the hindu in 2013. nepal nexus, the english translation
and updated version of the 2013 bestseller prayogshala by editor sudheer sharma, offers readers a

vivid account of nepals ten-year conflict, the 2006 peoples movement, the fragile transition that
followed, to the maoists subsequent rise to power. the english version was translated by sanjaya

dhakal for penguin india and released last year. (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle []).push({});
his writings are focused on politics, geopolitics, national security, social issues etc. earlier sharma
was the editor of nepal magazine, prior to which he was also associated with himal khabarpatrika

and kathmandu today, among others. the first english volume of sudheers sharma’s prayogshala is a
defining work of contemporary nepali literature. published in 2013, the book documents the rise of
the maoists to power and examines the ten-year conflict that followed. in the second volume, nepal
nexus, sharma takes readers to the present day and reveals the nature of the nepalese transition to

a democracy.
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